A dolescent gambling is a growing problem in society today. It appears to be related to high levels of problem gambling and other delinquent activities such as illicit drug taking and alcohol abuse. It has been noted that adolescents may be more susceptible to problem gambling than adults. In the UK, up to one in twenty children may have a gambling problem. This figure is two to three times higher than that identified in the adult population. On this evidence, young people are clearly more vulnerable to the negative consequences of gambling than adults.

A typical finding of many adolescent gambling studies has been that problem gambling appears to be a primarily male phenomenon. It also appears that adults may to some extent be fostering adolescent gambling. For example, a strong correlation has been found between adolescent gambling and parental gambling. This is particularly worrying because a number of studies have shown that when people gamble as adolescents, they are then more likely to become problem gamblers as adults.

Similarly, many studies have indicated a strong link between adult problem gamblers and later problem gambling amongst their children. Other factors that have been linked with adolescent problem gambling include working class youth culture, delinquency, alcohol and substance abuse, poor school performance, theft and truancy.

One consequence of the recent upsurge in research into adolescent gambling is that we can now start to put together a “risk factor model” of those individuals who might be at the most risk of developing problem gambling tendencies. Based on summaries of empirical research, a number of clear risk factors in the development of problem adolescent gambling emerge. Adolescent problem gamblers are more likely to:

- be male (16-25 years)
- have begun gambling at an early age (as young as 8 years of age)
- have had a big win earlier in their gambling careers
- consistently chase losses
- gamble on their own
- have parents who gamble
- be depressed before a gambling session
- have low self-esteem
- use gambling to cultivate status among peers
- be excited and aroused during gambling
- be irrational (i.e. have erroneous perceptions) during gambling
- use gambling as a means of escape
- have bad grades at school
- engage in other addictive behaviours (smoking, drinking alcohol, illegal drug use)
- come from the lower social classes
- have parents who have a gambling (or other addiction) problem
- have a history of delinquency
- steal money to fund their gambling
- truant from school to go gambling

There are also some general background factors that increase the risk of problem gambling among adolescents. These include:

- being from a lower socio-economic background
- having a family history of problem gambling
- having a history of truancy and academic difficulties
- having a history of delinquency
- having poor self-esteem and low self-confidence
- having a history of substance abuse
- having a history of mental health problems
- having a history of academic failure
- having a history of bullying
- having a history of peer pressure

Through education and awareness, it is hoped that gambling problems will be viewed no differently from other potentially addictive substances and that schools will take the issue seriously.
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Factors that might increase the risk of becoming a problem gambler. Common factors include:
- broken, disruptive or very poor family
- difficult and stressful situations within the home
- heavy emphasis on money within the family
- the death of a parent or parental figure in their childhood
- serious injury or illness in the family or themselves
- infidelity by parents
- high incidence of abuse (verbal, physical and/or sexual)
- feeling of rejection as a child
- feelings of belittlement and disempowerment

This list is probably not exhaustive but incorporates what is known empirically and anecdotally about adolescent problem gambling. As research into the area grows, new items to such a list will be added while factors, signs and symptoms already on these lists will be adapted and modified.

How to spot a problem child gambler

Gambling has often been termed “the hidden addiction”. The main reasons for this arise from the problem with the identification. This is because:
- there are no observable signs or symptoms like other addictions (e.g. alcoholism, heroin addiction etc.)
- money shortages and debts can be explained away with ease in a materialistic society
- adolescent gamblers do not believe they have a problem or wish to hide the fact
- adolescent gamblers are exceedingly plausible and become adept at lying to mask the truth
- adolescent gambling may be only one of several excessive behaviours

Although there have been some reports of a personality change in young gamblers many parents may attribute the change to adolescence itself (i.e., evasive behaviour, mood swings etc. are commonly associated with adolescence). It is quite often the case that many parents do not even realize they have a problem until their son or daughter is in trouble with the police. Griffiths reports there are a number of possible warning signs to look for although individually, many of these signs could be put down to adolescence. However, if several of them apply to a child or adolescent it could be that they will have a gambling problem. The signs include:
- no interest in school highlighted by a sudden drop in the standard of schoolwork
- unexplained free time such as going out each evening and being evasive about where they have been
- coming home later than expected from school each day and not being able to account for it
- a marked change in overall behaviour (that perhaps only a parent would notice). Such personality changes could include becoming sullen, irritable, restless, moody, touchy, bad-tempered or constantly on the defensive
- constant shortage of money
- constant borrowing of money
- money missing from home (e.g., from mother’s purse or father’s wallet)
- selling personal possessions and not being able to account for the money
- criminal activity (e.g., shoplifting in order to sell things to get money for gambling)
- coming home hungry each afternoon after school (because lunch money has been spent on gambling)
- loss of interest in activities they used to enjoy
- lack of concentration
- a “couldn’t care less” attitude
- lack of friends and/or falling out with friends
- not taking care of their appearance or personal hygiene
- constantly telling lies (particularly over money)

However, many of these “warning signs” are not necessarily unique to gambling addictions and can also be indicative of other addictions (e.g. alcohol and other drugs). Confirming that gambling is indeed the problem may prove equally as difficult as spotting the problem in the first place. Directly asking an individual if they have a problem is likely to lead to an outright denial. Talking with them about their use of leisure time, money and spending preferences, and their view about gambling in general is likely to be more effective.
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Early warning signs of a gambling addiction
- Unexplained absences from home
- Continual lying about day-to-day movements
- Constant shortage of money
- General increase in secretiveness
- Neglect of studies, family, friends, health and appearance
- Agitation (if unable to gamble)
- Mood swings
- Loss of friends and social life
- Gambling seen as a legitimate way of making money

Signs of a definite gambling problem
- Large debts (which are always explained away)
- Trouble at school or college about non-attendance
- Unexplained borrowing from family and friends
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- Unwillingness to repay borrowed money
- Total preoccupation with gambling and spending money on gambling
- Gambling alone for long periods
- Constantly chasing losses in an attempt to win money back
- Constantly gambling until all money is gone
- Complete alienation and rejection from family and friends
- Lying about the extent of their gambling to family and friends
- Committing crimes as a way of getting money for gambling or paying off debts
- Gambling overriding all other interests and obligations

*What can parents do?*

Discovering that you are the parent of an adolescent problem gambler can be highly stressful - particularly as it is often a problem that parents feel they have to face on their own. Before getting involved with their children parents have to understand the problem as well as the ‘process’ of problem gambling. By the time a young gambler acknowledges they have a problem, the family may have already gone through a lot of emotional turmoil including feelings of anger, sadness, puzzlement and guilt. Parents should try and get in touch with a helping agency* as soon as possible. The following list of points are appropriate for parents either during or as a follow-up to their initial contact with a helping agency.

- Remember that you are not the only family facing this problem
- You may be able to help your child by talking the problem through but it is probably better if a skilled person outside the family is also involved
- Keep in mind that it is a serious matter and that the gambler cannot “just give up”
- Take a firm stand; whilst it might feel easier to give in to demands and to believe everything they say, this allows your child to avoid facing the problem
- Remember that your child likes to gamble and is getting something from the activity quite apart from money
- Do not forget that gamblers are good at lying - to themselves as well as you
- Let your child know that you believe it is a problem even though they may not admit it
- Encourage your child all the time as they have to be motivated to change
- Be prepared to accept that your child may not be motivated to change until they are faced with an acute crisis
- Leave the responsibility for gambling and its consequences with the gambler, but also help them to face up to it and to work at overcoming the dependency
- Do not condemn them, as it is likely to be unhelpful and may drive them further into gambling
- Setting firm and fair boundaries for your child’s behaviour is appropriate and is likely to be constructive in providing a framework with which to address the dependency
- Despite what your child may have done it is important to let them know that you still love them. This should be done even if you have to make a ‘tough love’
Parents and practitioners should be aware that problems are likely to be avoided when the young gambler keeps in control of the situation and ensures that their gambling remains a social activity.

The “good gambling” guide for adolescents

Parents and practitioners should also be aware that problems are likely to be avoided when the young gambler keeps in control of the situation and ensures that their gambling remains a social activity. The following brief guide is aimed particularly for working with young gamblers but applicable to everyone. It will help ensure that gambling remains an enjoyable and problem-free experience. It is wise to remember that:

- When you are gambling you are buying entertainment, not investing money
- You are unlikely to make money from gambling
- The gaming industry and the government are the real winners
- You should only gamble with money that you can afford to lose
- You should set strict limits on how much you will gamble
- To make profit from gambling you should quit when ahead
- Gambling should only take up a small amount of your time and interest
- Problems will arise if you become preoccupied with gambling
- Gambling within your means is a fun and exciting activity
- Gambling outside your means is likely to create serious problems
- You should not gamble to escape from worries or pressures
- The feeling of being powerful and in control when gambling is a delusion
- A gambling dependency is as damaging as other addictions
- Always gamble responsibly

Hopefully this article has highlighted a potential danger among children and adolescents. It covered risk factors, warning signs to look for, and strategies to help those with a problem. Through education and awareness, it is hoped that gambling problems will be viewed no differently from other potentially addictive substances and that schools will take the issue seriously.
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